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Large Landowners

Small Landowners

Tribal

•

Substantive Comments/Suggestion/Support
LWD: approximately 1.6% recruitment reduction if changed from 100
ft to 90 ft - relatively small change.

•

Sediment: less concern

•

Shade: approximately 2.6% reduction if changed from 100 ft to 90 ft relatively small change.

•

Litter fall: less concern

•

Bank Stability: less concern

•
•

Implementation Monitoring: Support
Current rules to complex for SFLO and they are disproportionately
impacted. Efforts to date to address these two issues have not been
unsatisfactory to SFLO’s. The fixed width proposal addresses the
complexity issue and would help make F&F work for SFLO’s.
Disproportionate impact needs to be addressed as a second step by
developing a statewide strategic plan of tax and legislative options to
offset those impacts.

•

This proposal increases RMZ protection by increasing the no harvest
area.
LWD: How much is enough? We don’t know what we’re getting now.
Concerned about wind throw. Don’t know if buffers we have are
effective or not because they are a moving target. No science to
support narrowing exiting buffer. What sort of analysis has been done
to support this proposal?

•

•

Implementation Monitoring: Concerned about ability to monitor abuse
(adequate budget). Would support it being only for SFLO, much less
1

•

Procedural Comments/Suggestion/Support
Support proposal moving forward; however, it’s unclear as to what
process is and will be used to advance proposal. Would like the state to
clearly articulate the path forward so process risk can be evaluated - show
the pathway through the Forest Practices Act. Want to make sure it’s not
subject to litigation as a result of process foul.

•

Don’t want this proposal to put the HCP at risk; don’t support if requires
amendment to HCP.

•

SFLO’s see this as being within the F&F process and want to see it move
forward. If this process derails they will consider other options.

•

Tribes support AM process and want to see it work; however, process is
already broken and dysfunctional, this proposal didn’t break it.

•

Tribes were excluded.

•

Feel separation between AM process and the state. Tribes weren’t
involved as another government/co-manager.
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chance of abuse. Keep in mind cumulative effect of large amount of
small harvests in RMZs.
•

Conservation
Caucus

•

•
Counties

•

State

•
•

Other: Limit to SFLO (as defined in rule) and limit stream length.
Concerned about ownership pattern effects (large land owners).
Tribes, CMER and others have data relevant to this issue that wasn’t
used. Do we want to bring this back into the AM process?
Effectiveness of the current rule is unknown. Use data from DFC
validation study - follow-up work could still be done and used to inform
a different RMZ approach. Final proposal needs to be couched in terms
of the DFC validation study. Would like a clear directive from FPB to
CMER. There are a lot of different ways to determine equivalency but
it takes time under CMER’s process.
Uncertainty about the frequency of SFLO harvest and size of harvest
(low impact) could be acknowledged in the review.
Support fixed width buffer for all landowners. Fixed width proposal
could be different for large and small.
LWD: provides a little bit less than the current rules. (For site class III
large streams provides less protection)

•

Willing to work to keep SFLOs in forestry, but also want to stick to the
science process. Support this only for SFLOs. Concerns with stepping
away from F&F process.

•

Don’t make exceptions to AM process; ad-hoc solutions set bad
precedent. Anything that comes out of this proposal needs to be
consistent with prescribed AM process.

•

Policy dumped this on the Board and therefore we are responsible. FPB is
operating with in their decision space.
Don’t want to trigger an amendment to HCP - Is it consistent with existing
processes?

•
•

Implementation Monitoring: details need to be worked out.

Need to figure out how we are going to work better together in the
future.

•

Federal

Concern about adjacency issues; however the proposal wouldn’t have
gotten to this place if we didn’t feel it was good enough to move to
rule making process. Goal is less cost for SFLOs in terms of rule
implementation while still protecting the resources.
Nothing to add
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Nothing to add

